The Kishie Shawl is a large triangle,
featuring fish and net motifs.
A kishie is a traditional basket from Shetland
-- one of many, as I have learned in my
research. They were made from straw and
were quite durable. Many still exist today,
although they are rarely used. When new,
often having been made over the winter, a
kishie would be used for market days, and
as it got older would see duty carrying bait to
a fishing outing, or a day’s catch on the way
back. As they became worn, kishies were
often used to carry peat.
Fishing is certainly important to Shetland, but
it was important in my house too, growing
up. We lived near a lake, and my father saw
to it that we always had crappie, sand bass,
and striped bass in the freezer. Dad even
ran a fishing guide service when I was in
high school. He’d take customers out on the
lake, and I’d come home from school to find
them sitting around the kitchen table,
swapping stories. It was one of the first times
I was aware of community being created
from a common interest.

Materials:
Yarn: Lost City Knits Lost City Silk (1 skein)
Alternate Yarn: Jamieson & Smith Shetland Supreme 2 Ply Lace Weight (5 balls)
Yardage: 1000 yards / 914 meter
Color Shown in Sample: Pretty Penny and Artemesia
Needle Size: 4 US / 3.5 mm circular or straight needle
Small cable needle or sock needle
Finished Size: 80 inches / 203 cm wingspan
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BASIC INSTRUCTIONS
Kishie is a top-down triangle shawl, and has two outer edge stitches on each side that are not included in the charts.
Edging stitches are always knit, never purled. (Many knitters like to slip the first stitch of every row as if to purl for a clean
edge. The choice is yours.) The charts also do not include the center stitch. This triangle shawl increases by 4 stitches
every odd-numbered (RS) row. In some cases, these increases are created by yarn overs, and in some cases they are
created by knitting into the front and back of a stitch (kfb). These increases are charted.
This shawl starts with 5 stitches building on a stockinette base to 33 stitches total where we begin the Basket Weave
chart. Next is the Cod and Current chart, which is repeated 6 times. The Drops chart is knit as an applied edging. Each
chart has a few extra notes of instruction, so please be sure to read these notes before beginning the chart.
Cast On and Set Up
Cast on 5 stitches using your preferred method, leaving a 6-inch tail which will be woven in after blocking.
SET UP
Row 1 - k, yo, kfb, k, kfb, yo, k. (9 stitches)
Row 2 - k2, p5, k2.
Row 3 - k2, yo, k1, kfb, k, kfb, k1, yo, k2. (13 stitches)
Row 4 - k2, p9, k2.
Row 5 - k2, yo, k3, kfb, k, kfb, k3, yo, k2. (17 stitches)
Row 6 - k2, p13, k2.
Row 7 - k2, yo, k5, kfb, k, kfb, k5, yo, k2. (21 stitches)
Row 8 - k2, p17, k2.
Row 9 - k2, yo, k7, kfb, k, kfb, k7, yo, k2. (25 stitches)
Row 10 - k2, p21, k2.
Row 11 - k2, yo, k9, kfb, k, kfb, k9, yo, k2. (29 stitches)
Row 12 - k2, p25, k2.
Row 13 - k2, yo, k11, kfb, k, kfb, k11, yo, k2. (33 stitches)
Row 14 - k2, p29, k2. *place a marker after the first two stitches and before the last two stitches. These stitches are your edging and
will always be knit, never purled. The edging stitches are not included in either of the first two charts, but exist on your needle. Remove
all markers before starting the Drops Chart.

Begin Basket Weave Chart
In Basket Weave, both sides of the fabric are charted. You will see that the even-numbered (WS) rows are not pure rest
rows and require a bit of your attention. I found that using a small wooden double-point sock needle worked well as a
cable holder. The increases for this chart consist of yarn overs and kfbs, both of which are charted.
When working this chart, you will work the first section of the shawl reading from right to left on the odd (RS) rows and left
to right on the even (WS) rows. Knit the uncharted center stitch. Then work this chart as a mirror image, left to right for
the odd (RS) rows and right to left for the even (WS) rows. (Yes, that means the cables too, which is called reverse
twining according to my contemporary basket-making buddies.) Work Rows 1-24 of
the Basket Weave chart, then repeat Rows 17-24 (repeating the stitches within the red box) until 94 stitches are in each
section (excluding the edging stitches and center spine). 193 stitches total.
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Basket Weave Chart

Begin Cod and Current Charts
These original charts depict fish in open water, with the current flowing around them. They make up the main body of the
shawl. Cod and Current has uncharted rest rows on the WS of the fabric which are purled. Once again, I found that using
a small wooden double-point sock needle worked well as a cable holder.
The increases are yarn overs for this part of the shawl instead of kfb, and are included in the two charts. Why two charts?
In this particular instance, I found that creating a mirror image chart was more helpful than the method of trying to reverse
the chart as I work, which was easily done in the Basket Weave chart. So - knit the edging stitches, work the RIGHT SIDE
section, knit the center stitch, work the LEFT SIDE section, knit the edging stitches. Note - there are a few rows where the
chart increases more than just the edging stitches! Also note - if you are using markers to designate pattern repeats, there
are a few rows when you will need to slip a marker to adjust the repeat. It’s a wee bit fiddly but it’s not difficult. The stitch
legend is the same for both charts. The stitches within the red box are the pattern repeat.
Work Rows 1-18 of the Cod and Current chart 6 times. (457 stitches total)
SET UP after completing the Cod and Current charts –
Next row (RS) knit 1 row decreasing 6 stitches evenly. (451 stitches total)
Next row (WS) k2, purl until 2 stitches remain, k2.
RIGHT SIDE SECTION

LEFT SIDE SECTION
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Begin Drops Chart
This wonderful traditional Shetland pattern is an applied edging at the lower edge of the shawl. Even-numbered (WS)
rows contain a minor amount of patterning. Note that Rows 1-7 and Row 20 increase on the outermost edge on both the
RS and the WS by knitting into the front and back of the stitch. The yarn overs are done back to back by wrapping the
yarn over the needle twice. On the subsequent row, knit into the first yarn over, purl into the second.
Without binding off the last WS row of the previous chart, and with the RS facing you, cast on 19 additional stitches using
a knitted cast on. Work Row 1, which begins at the far edge of the previously cast on stitches, working back to the body of
the shawl, slipping the last stitch. Turn your work. For Row 2 begin by purling the next stitch from the body of the shawl
together with the first stitch of the edging. This method joins the body of the shawl to the edging and will be done on each
WS row, slowly finishing off the stitches of the shawl. In effect you are binding off by adding the edging. Work rows 1-20 of
the Drops chart 45 times, until 1 stitch from the body of the shawl remains. Knit back towards the body of the shawl,
loosely binding off each stitch as you go. When only 1 stitch of the edging remains, knit it together with the final shawl
body stitch. Cut your working yarn and pull the stitch through. Weave in this tail after blocking.
Note that this chart is knit using a garter stitch base, not a stockinette stitch base. Therefore, all blank cells in the chart are
knit. A purl is represented by a bold dot in the cell.
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Stitch Glossary and Schematic Drawing

RS

Right side of fabric

WS

Wrong side of fabric

k

Knit

yo

p

Purl

s1k2togpsso

s1

Slip 1 stitch from the left to the right
needle without knitting or twisting the
stitch.
Slip 2 stitches separately knitwise, move
stitches back to the left needle, then knit
the slipped stitches together.
Knit in the front and back of a stitch.

k2tog

Wrap the working yarn around the right
needle, from front to back (counter
clockwise) (single increase).
Slip 1 stitch knitwise, knit 2 stitches
together, then pass the slipped stitch
over the k2tog.
Knit 2 stitches together (single right
leaning decrease).

ssk

kfb

Join 2

Join 1 stitch from the body of the shawl
with an edging stitch by purling them
together.
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